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Abstract
We investigate the use of sentiment dictionaries to estimate sentiment for large document collections. Our goal in this paper
is a semiautomatic method for extending a general sentiment dictionary for a specific target domain in a way that minimizes
manual effort. General sentiment dictionaries may not contain terms important to the target domain or may score terms in ways
that are inappropriate for the target domain. We combine statistical term identification and term evaluation using Amazon
Mechanical Turk to extend the EmoLex sentiment dictionary to a domain-specific study of dengue fever. The same approach
can be applied to any term-based sentiment dictionary or target domain. We explain how terms are identified for inclusion
or re-evaluation and how Mechanical Turk generates scores for the identified terms. Examples are provided that compare
EmoLex sentiment estimates before and after it is extended. We conclude by describing how our sentiment estimates can be
integrated into an epidemiology surveillance system that includes sentiment visualization and discussing the strengths and
limitations of our work.
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1 Introduction

This paper investigates the use of sentiment dictionaries for
estimating sentiment in text. Together with machine learn-
ing approaches, sentiment dictionaries are a commonmethod
for assigning sentiment to text. The simplest approaches
use polarity to classify text as positive–negative or positive–
neutral–negative. More sophisticated methods use emotional
dimensions from psychology to characterize the sentiment
implied by a text block [1–3].

One important advantage of sentiment dictionaries is they
are unsupervised: No training set or labeled examples are
required to use them. General sentiment dictionaries also
have a number of limitations, however.

1. Domain context We cannot specialize a term’s emotional
scores based on a target domain.
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2. Missing terms We cannot score terms a dictionary does
not contain.

3. Term independenceWe cannot derive context from neigh-
boring terms, e.g., “I am happy”versus “I am nothappy.”

4. TermambiguityWecannot differentiate betweenhomonyms,
e.g., “I lie down” versus “I lie often.”

This paper focuses on the generality of a dictionary’s
entries, which address the first two limitations listed above.
By design, sentiment dictionaries are built to function over a
wide range of text domains. This approach maximizes their
relevance, but it alsomeans that domain-specific sentiment is
not available. The lack of availability can lead to inaccurate
estimates when terms with a unique emotional affect for a
given domain are scored.

Wepropose a semiautomaticmethod tomodify and extend
a sentiment dictionary for a user-chosen domain. First, two
types of terms are identified: unique terms that are important
to the domain but not present in a dictionary and common
terms that exist in the dictionary but possibly with incor-
rect sentiment scores. Statistical analysis is used to select
the unique and common terms to evaluate, which is typically
significantly smaller than the overall size of the original dic-
tionary. Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is used to obtain
new scores that are integrated back into the original dictio-
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nary. The result is a dictionary that more accurately estimates
sentiment for terms important to the domain under evalua-
tion.

To demonstrate our approach, we use dengue fever as our
example domain [4], Plutchik’s sentiment model for emo-
tional dimensions [5], and Mohammad’s EmoLex dictionary
for sentiment estimation [6]. The same approach can be used
for any domain, sentiment model, and dictionary, as long as
sufficient text documents from the domain are available. We
conclude by describing how our sentiment estimates can be
integrated into an epidemiology surveillance system, a criti-
cal tool for tracking disease onset and progression in regions
where up-to-date information is unavailable. Our use case
generates modified Rose charts to visualize text sentiment
over positive and negative valence, and Plutchik’s eight emo-
tional dimensions. Finally, we enumerate limitations of our
system for future work.

2 Background

Our goals are to identify terms in a general sentiment dic-
tionary that require: (1) addition to the dictionary or (2)
re-evaluation of their sentiment in the context of the target
domain.Webegin by describing the general area of sentiment
analysis, with a focus on past and current natural language
processing (NLP) and lexicon-based approaches. We iden-
tify potential limitations in each area based on our goals and
explain our choice of lexicon-based sentiment dictionaries
due to their unsupervised nature, which frees us from finding
or building a pre-labeled sentiment dataset for training.

2.1 Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis is an active research area in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP), information retrieval (IR), and
machine learning (ML). Two common analysis methods are:
(1) supervised, using a training set to build emotion esti-
mation models, and (2) unsupervised, where raw text is
converted directly into scores along emotional dimensions
[7–10].

Analysis is often built on psychological models of
emotion that use orthogonal dimensions to describe emo-
tional affect. For example, Russell defined three dimensions
pleasure (or valence), arousal, and dominance—the PAD
model—to represent emotion [11,12] (Fig. 1a). Plutchik’s
four-dimensional model of joy–sadness, anger–fear, trust–
disgust, and anticipation–surprise uses a color wheel to
represent basic emotions: hue for dimension endpoints (eight
hues) and saturation for emotional intensity (weak saturation
for low intensity to strong for high, Fig. 1b) [5].

2.2 Sentiment estimation

In the area of supervised NLP approaches, preprocessing has
been applied prior to sentiment analysis. Pang and Lee calcu-
lated subjectivity weights for sentences usingML, producing
a graph of sentence nodes and subjectivity-weighted edges
[13]. A minimum graph cut is used to separate objective and
subjective sentences. Pang et al. also compared Naïve Bayes,
maximum entropy, and support vector machines (SVMs) for
classifying movie reviews as positive or negative [14]. Uni-
grams performed best using SVM. Augmenting the training
set with intuitive extensions like bigrams, term frequencies,
part of speech tagging, and document position information
did not improve performance. Turney rated online reviews as
positive or negative using pointwise mutual information to
generate statistical dependence between review phrases and
the anchor words “excellent” and “poor” [15].

Several pre-built sentiment analysis libraries are avail-
able [16,17]. For example, in Python, the Natural Language
Toolkit’s Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Rea-
soner (NLTK VADER) scores text blocks both for polarity
(negative, neutral, and positive) and overall sentiment (com-
pound). Textblob includes a sentiment analysis engine among
other common NLP algorithms (part-of-speech tagging,
noun phrase extraction, and translation). Textblob returns
a sentiment polarity score on the range [−1, . . . , 1] and a
subjectivity score on the range [0, 1]. Finally, Flair uses a
pre-trained word embedding model to perform sentiment
analysis. Although slower than VADER or Textblob, tests
suggest that Flair produces more accurate sentiment scores
when compared to star ratings for product reviews. Other
comparisons of VADER versus Textblob versus Flair exist,
for example, on the CIA World Factbook [18].

These methods are simple to use and perform reasonably
in a generalized environment. Two issues for our work are
how to optimize the libraries for a target domain and how to
redefine their polarity output for a more sophisticated emo-
tional model. Pre- or post-processing may be able to handle
the first issue, although identifying the terms to target would
still need a method like the one proposed in our paper. Exten-
sion to different emotional models is more challenging and
could require changes to the libraries themselves to complete.

Previous work has addressed the issue of domain-specific
sentiment. Li et al. proposed the Hierarchical Attention
Transfer Network (HATN) [19]. HATN takes sentiment-
labeled examples from a source domain, then builds a
model based on pivots (domain-shared sentiment terms) and
non-pivots (domain-specific sentiment terms) to estimate
sentiment for a target domain without an available train-
ing dataset. The intuition is that non-pivot words mirror the
sentiment of neighboring pivot terms. Our approach is sim-
ilar; however, we use domain-specific and general text to
identify non-pivot terms, then employ Amazon Mechanical
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Fig. 1 Emotional models: a Russell’s emotional circumplex, pleasure
(valence) on the horizontal axis, arousal on the vertical axis;bPlutchik’s
emotional model, anger–fear on the horizontal axis, joy–sadness on the

vertical axis, trust–disgust on the right-diagonal axis, and anticipation–
surprise on the left-diagonal axis

Turk to assign sentiment to these terms. Zhang et al. use a
dynamic re-weighting of the BERT language model to deter-
mine sentiment for the aspect of terms in a target sentence
[20]. Aspect-modified terms are identified, then re-weighted
using attention andmultilayer deep learning. This is different
from our approach, which does not extend an existing lan-
guage model, but instead modifies a term-based sentiment
dictionary to better represent sentiment for a target domain.

More recently, the areas of deep learning and deep neural
networks (DL and DNNs) have been applied to NLP prob-
lems, including sentiment analysis, with great success. Initial
work focused on recurrent neural networks, often augmented
with long-short term memory (RNNs and LSTMs), since
the sequence-based nature of RNNs seemed well suited to
sequences of text tokens. Recently, RNN and LSTM models
have been superseded by deep learning transformers.

A current and well-known DL approach is bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT). BERT
is a pre-trained language model developed by Google [21].
Built on the transformer-based deep learning model, BERT
connects every output to every input, with weights dynami-
cally calculated based on a model of attention, avoiding the
RNN and LSTM issues of recognizing context over large text
sequences. BERT examines the entire text sequence in both
directions using bidirectionality. BERT was trained using
two related tasks: (1) masked language models that hide a
word and ask the model to predict the word based on its

surrounding context, and (2) next sentence prediction where
a probability for two sentences having a logical, sequential
connection is calculated. BERT can be fine-tuned for differ-
ent tasks, including sentiment analysis. A common approach
is to use TensorFlow and a review database with star ratings
like IMDB or Amazon to predict sentiment polarity. Once
BERT is extended in this way, it can be applied to unlabeled
text to estimate its sentiment.

Another well-known NLP system is Generative Pre-
trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3), a commercial language
model developed by OpenAI [22]. Similar to BERT, GPT-
3 provides a pre-trained language model for addressing NLP
tasks, including sentiment analysis. A key difference is that
BERT uses bidirectional analysis, while GPT-3 uses autore-
gression. Another critical advantage of GPT-3 is its ability to
use a few-shot learning process, allowing, in theory, the cus-
tomization of sentiments for a target domain with a smaller
training set. A potential drawback of GPT-3 is that it is not
open source, although this can depend on the intended use
case. Similar to BERT, GPT-3’s pre-trained model can be
extended to estimate sentiment, although this can often be
done with fewer training samples.

If we viewBERT as focusing on pre-training the encoding
step in a deep learning transformer and GPT-3 as focusing on
pre-training the decoding step, an obvious idea is to pre-train
a complete encode–decode architecture.Masked sequence to
sequence (MASS) and BART employ this approach, claim-
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ing to produce generalizations of BERT and GPT [23,24].
MASS masks out k consecutive tokens in the input sequence
then attempts to predict those tokens in the output sequence.
BART introduces noise into the input sequence (token mask-
ing, token deletion, token infilling, sentence shuffling, and
document rotation) to generate “noisy” input for the encoder,
then applies an autoregressive decoder to try to remove the
noise and reconstruct the original input. Since MASS and
BART and extensions of BERT and GPT-3, they can also be
extended to estimate sentiment in similar ways.

Despite their enormous power, general purpose deep
learning-based NLPmodels struggle with the lack of domain
focus. For context, we fine-tuned BERT on IMDB reviews,
then scored the six dengue sentences in upcomingTable 7.We
used theHuggingFace librarywith parameters recommended
by the original paper’s authors: a batch size of 32, an Adam
learning rate of 5 × 10−5, three epochs, an ε of 1 × 10−8 to
avoid division by zero, and a one-layer feed-forward classi-
fier. BERT reported all six as positive, whereas our approach
more accurately identifies a finer-grained range of positive
and negative polarities. Training on a dengue-specific corpus
would yield different results. This point highlights one of the
potential drawbacks of BERT, however, since no pre-tagged
sentiment training set exists for dengue text. Our approach to
augment existing sentiment dictionaries through an explicit
trade-off between domain relevance and user effort might
be integrated into BERT-, BART- or GPT-based sentiment
analysis as a post-processing step. The sentiment categories
would need to be increased for a model like Plutchik’s,
although probability scores from a deep learning model for
each category could act as proxies for the “amount” of a given
sentiment type contained in the text.

2.3 Sentiment dictionaries

A common unsupervised approach employs sentiment dic-
tionaries. Terms appear as keys, but each term is associ-
ated with one or more emotional dimension scores rather
than definitions. POMS-ex (Profile of Mood States) is a
793-term dictionary designed to measure emotion on six
dimensions: tension–anxiety, depression-dejection, anger–
hostility, fatigue–inertia, vigor–activity, and confusion–
bewilderment [25]. Affective Norms for English Words
(ANEW) used the PAD model to score 1033 emotion-
carrying terms along each dimension using a nine-point
scale [26]. Mohammad and Turney created EmoLex from
14,182 nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs using Plutchik’s
four emotional dimensions joy–sadness, anger–fear, trust–
disgust, and anticipation–surprise [6]. Other dictionaries also
exist: SentiStrength, built from MySpace comments [27];
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LWIC), a dictionary
that classifies terms as positive, negative, or neutral [28],
and SentiWordNet, built from the well knowWordNet synset

dictionary [29]. More recently, researchers have applied
Amazon Mechanical Turk to assign scores for emotional
dimensions to large dictionaries. Warriner extended the orig-
inal ANEW dictionary to approximately 13,000 terms [30]
using MTurk to obtain PAD scores and compared results to
the original ANEW scores for validation.

In recent years visualizing sentiment has received sig-
nificant attention as part of the general text visualization
area. Kucher et al. provide an overview of recent sen-
timent visualization techniques [3]. Cao et al. developed
Whisper to monitor the spatiotemporal diffusion of social
media information. Sentiment polarity was visualized using
a sunflower metaphor to identify influencers and geolocated
groups receiving and spreading information [31]. SocialHe-
lix followed, visualizing and tracking social media topics
as they form and their sentiment diverges using a DNA-like
representation [32]. Wu et al. presented opinion propagation
in Twitter using a combination of streamgraphs and Sankey
graphs [33]. Liu et al. linked primary and secondary text
using semantic lexical matching. The results are presented in
a dashboard containing topic keywords, concept clusters, and
a causality timeline [34]. El-Assadi et al. visualized multi-
party conversation behavior at the topic level with ConToVi
[35]. They also extracted conversation threads from large
online conversation spaces using a combination of super-
vised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms [36].
Hoque and Carenini implemented ConVis andMultiConVis,
an ML, NLP, and visual analytic system to explore blog con-
versations [37,38]. Mohammad et al. extracted stance and
sentiment in tweets using a labeled database, with results
visualized using treemaps, bar graphs, and heatmaps [39].
Kucher et al. identified stance and sentiment polarity in social
media text, then used similarity over these properties to visu-
alize analysis of collections of topic–data source streams
[40]. Wei et al. proposed TIARA, a system to extract topics
that are visualized in an annotated streamgraph [41]. Dörk
et al. use a construct called Topic Streams, a streamgraph
approach to monitoring topics in a large online conversation
environment over time [42].

Despite this significant progress, numerous challenges
in sentiment estimation continue to exist: more subtle text
cues (e.g., sarcasm, irony, humor, or metaphors), a writer’s
emotion versuswhat theywrite (e.g., an author evoking a par-
ticular emotional affect), emotion toward different aspects of
an entity, stance (i.e., the opinion on a topic), or cross-cultural
and domain differences (e.g., “alcohol” can be evaluated dif-
ferently depending on the underlying culture) [8,9,43].

In the end, we chose to modify an existing sentiment dic-
tionary to customize it for a target domain. Our motivation
for this approach is the advantage of avoiding the need for
a pre-labeled training set. This technique does not preclude
manual work, however, since existing terms may need to be
evaluated to update their sentiment for the target domain, and
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terms important to the domain may need to be added to the
dictionary.

2.4 Dengue fever dictionary

Dengue is a mosquito-borne viral disease transmitted to
humans through infected Aedes mosquitoes, a tropical and
subtropical species found throughout the world. Common
symptoms of dengue include persistent vomiting, fluid accu-
mulation, lethargy, rash, and pain. To date, there is no
available vaccine for dengue [44]. Dengue spread rapidly
during the twentieth century to infect more than 300 mil-
lion people in 2010 [45]. One in three people live among
mosquitoes that transmit the dengue virus, yet there remain
major uncertainties over the burden of dengue [46–49]. New,
improved methods for assessing this burden are in critical
demand [50].

Communicable diseases remain among the leading mor-
tality causes in many countries, particularly in Asia and
Africa [51]. In 2010, of the 52.8 million deaths glob-
ally, 24.9% were due to communicable, maternal, neonatal,
and nutritional causes. 76% of premature mortality in sub-
Saharan Africa in 2010 was due to the same causes [51].
Combating communicable diseases depends on surveillance,
preventive measures, outbreak investigation, and the estab-
lishment of control mechanisms [52]. Unfortunately, data
from surveillance systems are often delayed, and reporting is
inaccurate, making it difficult to use such data for the detec-
tion of outbreaks [53–57]. It is estimated that only 35% of
communicable disease cases are reported to national health
departments [58–60].

We integrated our sentiment analysis results into a surveil-
lance system for dengue outbreaks in India. Although India
is one of the few countries that publish government data on
outbreak statistics, information is neither timely nor accu-
rate. The most recent Indian government reports on dengue
are for 2014.A recent studybyShepard et al. identifiedunder-
reporting of cases by 282× for one district in India [4]. For
example, a single hospital in Lucknow in the state of Uttar
Pradesh reported 216 dengue cases [61], where the govern-
ment reported only 200 cases for the entire state of Uttar
Pradesh.

3 Methods

Here, we discuss how to identify terms to re-evaluate or add
to a sentiment dictionary using a statistically driven approach
built to minimize manual effort.

3.1 Domain-specific terms

Sentiment dictionaries like POMS-ex, ANEW, and EmoLex
are meant to be applied in a general context. By design, they
are not built to focus on any particular topic. This decision
broadens their relevance, but it also leads to the possibility of
missing or incorrectly scored terms when used in a specific
research domain. Our interest is in a semiautomatic method
to update and extend a sentiment dictionary for a user-chosen
research area of interest.

Our algorithm uses relative term frequency to identify
terms that are “important” to a target domain. Consider a
document collection D from the target domain. Individual
terms ti are identified, and their per-document frequencies
nD
ti , j

= |ti | ∈ d j are calculated. Next, we construct a general
document collection G using documents that are not specific
to the target domain, drawn uniformly from the document
space. For example, for our dengue fever research, D rep-
resents English language newspaper articles about dengue
fever, and G represents an equivalent number of English lan-
guage newspaper articles that do not discuss dengue, drawn
uniformly from the Brandwatch1 newspaper database that
forms our document space. In our dengue research |D| =
981, 743 total terms and |G| = 922, 897 total terms. As with
the target articles, we enumerate individual terms and term
frequencies nGti , j = |ti | ∈ g j . Given D and G, we identify
terms that fall into two categories.

1. Unique terms ti /∈ G whose total frequency ND
ti =

∑
j n

D
ti , j

exceeds a threshold value. ti represent high-
frequency terms that do not exist in EmoLex, so emotional
scores for these terms must be obtained.

2. Common terms ti ∈ D,G where total document fre-
quency ND

ti is statistically significantly larger than total
frequency NG

ti = ∑
j n

G
ti , j

. ti represent high-frequency
terms that are assumed to be important to the target
domain and therefore could have emotional scores that
are different from the term’s general use.

3.2 Significant frequency difference

Unique terms ti are automatically flagged for evaluation.Any
unique ti with ND

ti > 20 is included. This cutoff was chosen:
(1) to select terms only when a sufficient number of occur-
rences in the domain corpus were found and (2) to mirror
term evaluation frequencies in other sentiment dictionaries
like ANEW and POMS-ex. The required value of ND

ti can

1 https://www.brandwatch.com, formerly Crimson Hexagon, a sub-
scription service that provides “insights from 100 million sources and
1.4 trillion posts”
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Table 1 Contingency table for term ti : ND
ti , NG

ti and ND
ti

, NG
ti
represent

the frequency of ti and not ti in D and G, respectively, |D| and |G|
represent total terms in D and G, respectively

|ti | |t i |
D ND

ti N D
ti

= |D| − ND
ti

G NG
ti NG

ti
= |G| − NG

ti

Odds OD
ti = ND

ti / |D| OD
ti

= ND
ti / |D|

OG
ti = NG

ti / |G| OG
ti

= NG
ti / |G|

Table 2 Contingency table for term ti=mosquito

|mosquito| |mosquito| Total

Dengue 7647 974,096 981,743

General 12 922,885 922,897

Odds 0.007853 0.992147 1.0

0.000013 0.999987 1.0

be varied to increase or decrease the number of unique terms
selected for evaluation.

Common terms are only re-evaluated if the frequency ND
i

is significantly higher than NG
i . We use Fisher’s exact test

to calculate the probability of the null hypothesis: the odds
ratio2 of ti ∈ D with respect to ti ∈ G is 1 [62,63].

Consider a 2 × 2 contingency table (Table 1). Assuming
a multinomial distribution of terms π(ti , D) and π(ti ,G) in
D and G, respectively, the null hypothesis can be stated as
H0 : π(ti , D) = π(ti ,G). The odds OD

ti and OG
ti represent

the likelihood of ti occurring in either newspaper collection.
The odds ratio represents the relative strength of the rela-

tionship between ti in D versus ti in G.

θti = OD
ti

OG
ti

(1)

θti measures the likelihood of finding ti in D versus finding
it in G. If the odds of ti are the same for both D and G
then θti = 1, the null hypothesis. Given fixed row totals
|D| and |G|, knowing ND

ti determines the values |D| − ND
ti ,

|G|−NG
ti , and N

G
ti for the other three cells in the contingency

table. Assuming independent binomial sampling, fixed row
totals allow us to estimate the conditional distribution for
both π(ti , D) and π(ti ,G). The test of independence in a
2 × 2 table is now equivalent to testing for θti = 1.

In terms of Fisher’s test, H0 represent the frequency of
ti ∈ D as statistically equivalent to ti ∈ G. To calculate this

2 The odds a particular outcome occurs given a particular exposure,
versus the odds of the outcome absent the exposure.

probability, Fisher uses the following formula.

p(ti ) =

(|D|
ND
ti

)(|G|
NG
ti

)

(
N

Nti

)

= |D|! |G|! Nti ! Nti !
ND
ti ! (|D| − ND

ti )! NG
ti ! (|G| − NG

ti )!

(2)

where Nti = ND
ti + NG

ti and Nti = ND
ti

+ NG
ti
. Since most of

the factorials in Fisher’s formula are large, we approximate
them with Sterling’s formula.

log n! ≈ n log n − n + 1

2
log n + log

√
2π (3)

Consider a practical example for ti=mosquito. Based on
our document collection, the contingency table for mosquito
is shown inTable 2. Equation 1 is used to compute θmosquito =
0.0078503 / 0.000013 = 603.87, that is, ti=mosquito is approx-
imately 604 times more likely to occur in dengue newspaper
articles versus general newspaper articles.UsingEqns 2 and3
produce p(mosquito) < 0.00001. Not surprisingly, the term
mosquito is significantly more likely to occur in dengue arti-
cles versus general articles.

Given the ability to compute p for each term in our
common term set, we next defined a set of rules to deter-
mine when a common term required re-evaluation (Table 3).
Terms with p(ti ) < 0.00001 and θti ≥ 5 were flagged for
re-evaluation. These thresholds represent termswith a signif-
icantly higher odds ratio in dengue newspaper articles versus
general newspaper articles. A total of 602 terms were iden-
tified for re-evaluation using these rules.

3.3 Term evaluation

A total of 850 terms (248 unique, 602 common) were evalu-
ated for our dengue domain. Evaluation was performed with
Amazon Mechanical Turk, the same crowd-sourcing plat-
form used to construct EmoLex. MTurk acts as an online
marketplace for experiment design and execution usingAma-
zon’s vast collection of Turkers or workers. Each worker
completes Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) that normally
represent one trial in an experiment. Workers are paid based
on the number of HITs they successfully complete.

We quickly realized that in order to obtain high-quality
results, we needed to recruit MTurk “master Workers” [64].
Amazon defines aMasterworker as onewho “. . .consistently
demonstrates a high degree of success in performing a wide
range of HITs across a large number of Requesters.” Master
workers aremore expensive andmore difficult to recruit since
they often “test” an experiment to ensure they will be paid
properly before they fully commit to its HITs. The advantage
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Table 3 Rules for common
term re-evaluation

Type p Odds Ratio n Re-evaluate

Not Different p ≥ 0.01 0.11 < θti < 9.4 10, 022 No

Possibly Different 0.00001 ≤ p < 0.01 0.05 ≤ θti < 19.74 2368 No

Different p < 0.00001 0 < θti < 5 2248 No

Different p < 0.00001 θti ≥ 5 602 Yes

is that master workers produce much better results and will
often complete many more HITs than a regular worker.

Our experiment task asks workers to identify the emo-
tions associated with target terms in the context of dengue
fever. We present twelve multiple-choice questions for each
term: two filter questions (Table 4) and ten experiment ques-
tions. The first filter question presents the target term and
four different words. The worker is asked which word is
closest in meaning (synonym) to the target term. This testing
ensures native and fluent English. The second filter ques-
tion presents a short paragraph defining dengue fever then
asks a multiple-choice question about dengue. This question
ensures an understanding of the context for the experiment
questions. Workers must answer both filter questions cor-
rectly to continue.

The remaining ten questions correspond to positive and
negative valence and to Plutchik’s eight emotions. Workers
are asked to rate the termas having aStrong,Moderate,Weak,
or No correspondence to the following ten properties.

1. In terms of dengue fever, how positive is the term?
2. How negative is the term?
3. How much is the term associated with joy?
4. How much is the term associated with sadness?
5. How much is the term associated with anger?
6. How much is the term associated with fear?
7. How much is the term associated with trust?
8. How much is the term associated with disgust?
9. How much is the term associated with surprise?

10. How much is the term associated with anticipation?

Answers to these questions provided an overall valence
score and scores for each of Plutchik’s eight emotional
dimensions. The two filter questions plus the ten term ques-
tions formed one MTurk HIT.

4 Results

Questions in each HIT we presented were validated. We col-
lected five independent HITs for each of the 850 evaluation
terms, producing a total of 4250 HITs completed by 141
workers. Any incorrect filter question or unanswered ques-
tion removed aHIT from theHIT set. Fifty-sevenHITs failed

filter question one, 27 HITs failed filter question two, and 40
termquestionswere unanswered.After removal, wewere left
with 4137 HITs representing 97.3% of the initial HIT set.

Next, HIT outliers were removed. Five independent work-
ers evaluated each HIT’s two valence and eight emotion
questions for a total of 50 responses, 5 per emotion. We
flagged responses outside the standard 1.5 IQR (interquartile
range) as outliers. An individual worker’s HIT can have at
most ten outliers. We removed 138 HITs with four or more
outliers, retaining 3999 HITs (94.1%). We define this HIT
collection as our master HIT set. Within this set, 128 work-
ers completed the 3999HITs in amedian andmean time of 40
and 112s per HIT, respectively. Aminimumof threeHITs for
every term was present in the master set, with a median and
mean of 5 and 4.7 HITs, respectively. On average, a worker
completed 31 HITs.

4.1 Analysis

Table 5 lists, for each of Plutchik’s eight emotions and the
two valence terms Positive and Negative, the percentage of
annotations in themaster set associatedwith the four intensity
levels Strong, Moderate, Weak, and No. Rows in the table
are sorted in decreasing order of Strong intensity to show
which emotions and valences were considered most strongly
related to dengue fever. The results mirror intuition, with
Negative, Fear, and Anticipation representing the strongest
correspondence and Anger, Surprise, and Joy representing
the weakest.

Although workers were asked to rate terms on a 4-point
scale, EmoLex uses a binary (0,1) score representing (Non-
Evocative, Evocative). We calculate the evocation score by
grouping No and Weak responses as Non-Evocative and
Moderate and Strong responses as Evocative. The final two
columns of Table 5 show the percentage of terms in the mas-
ter set that were Non-Evocative and Evocative for each of
Plutchik’s eight emotions and the two valence terms.

4.2 Calculating sentiment

We use simple averaging to calculate sentiment scores for
individual text blocks and aggregate text block scores over a
document. It is important to subdivide the document into text
blocks that are expected to contain only a single sentiment,
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Table 4 Filter questions for the
MTurk experiment

Filter Question 1 Filter Question 2

Which word is the closest in meaning (most related)
to mosquito?

Based on the following description of dengue fever,
which of the following answers is true?
Description: Dengue is a mosquito-borne viral
disease transmitted to humans through infected
Aedes mosquitoes, a tropical and subtropical
species that can be found throughout the world.
The principal symptom of dengue is high-grade
fever and can present with any of the following
symptoms: facial flushing, skin erythema, body
ache, myalgia, arthralgia, and severe headache.
Dengue spread rapidly during the twentieth
century to infect more than 300 million people in
2010. One in three people live among mosquitoes
that transmit the dengue virus, yet there remain
major uncertainties over the burden of dengue

Resident pest city price Less than 10million peoplewere infectedwith dengue
in 2010

1 in 3 people live among mosquitoes that transmit the
dengue virus
The burden of dengue is well known
The principle symptom of dengue is lower back pain

Table 5 Average intensity and evocation levels for the eight emotion terms and two valence terms sorted by strong intensity

Strong (%) Moderate (%) Weak (%) No (%) Non-evocative (%) Evocative (%)

Negative 26.5 15.5 12.7 45.4 58.5 41.5

Fear 25.0 18.2 18.4 38.5 57.2 42.8

Anticipation 20.9 23.5 15.4 40.2 54.5 45.5

Sadness 17.5 16.7 17.2 48.7 65.6 34.4

Trust 15.2 14.2 11.3 59.0 68.5 31.5

Positive 12.4 12.9 10.6 64.1 72.7 27.3

Disgust 12.3 12.5 15.7 59.6 76.0 24.0

Anger 10.1 12.6 17.3 60.0 77.1 22.9

Surprise 5.8 9.6 15.6 69.0 85.5 14.5

Joy 5.8 6.5 10.9 76.9 87.6 12.4

for example, sentences in a newspaper article or individual
tweets in a tweet set. This averaging ensures that opposite
sentiments do not “cancel” one another, leading to neutral
scores for the majority of the text blocks or documents.

Scores are calculated for each of Plutchik’s eight emo-
tions fear, . . ., anticipation. As an example, consider joy.
The emotion score ejoy,i, j for text block bi, j in document d j

is calculated as follows.

ejoy,i, j =
∑|bi, j |

i=1 ti, j (joy = 1)

|bi, j | (4)

where ti, j (joy = 1) are the terms in blockbi, j with a joy score
of 1 (evocative), and |bi, j | is the total number of terms in
bi, j . Once individual blocks are scored, they are aggregated

to produce an overall joy score for d j .

Ejoy, j =
∑|d j |

i=1 ejoy,i, j
|d j | (5)

where |d j | is the total number of text blocks in d j . The
same approach is used to calculate E·, j scores for Plutchik’s
remaining seven emotions.

4.3 Comparison with EmoLex

Out of the 850 terms in our evaluated lexicon, 544 already
exist in EmoLex, and 306 do not. The parts of speech for the
new terms are (verb, 124), (noun, 102), (adjective, 71), and
(adverb, 9).

For the 544 terms currently in EmoLex, Table 6 shows the
number of EmoLex scores that changed for each of Plutchik’s
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Table 6 EmoLex scores
maintained (Same) or changed
(Different) following valuation,
sorted by Strong intensity
(Table 5)

Same Different
0 1 Total % 0→1 1→0 Total %

Negative 263 141 404 74.3 84 56 140 25.7

Fear 274 78 352 64.7 158 34 192 35.3

Anticipation 298 17 315 57.9 216 13 229 42.1

Sadness 335 59 394 72.4 126 24 150 27.6

Trust 366 33 399 73.3 125 20 145 26.7

Positive 378 54 432 79.4 83 29 112 20.6

Disgust 380 38 418 76.8 93 33 126 23.2

Anger 395 27 422 77.6 97 25 122 22.4

Surprise 455 7 462 84.9 67 15 82 15.1

Joy 475 4 479 88.1 57 8 65 11.9

eight emotions and the two valence terms. For example, 352
terms total remained unchanged for the Fear emotion, 158
terms switched to Evocative, and 34 terms switched to Non-
Evocative. This totals to 352+158+34 = 544, the number of
evaluated terms that exist in EmoLex. The rows in Table 6 are
sorted identically to Table 5: from highest Strong intensity to
lowest Strong intensity. Although there is not an exact one-
to-one correspondence between Strong intensity and changes
in EmoLex, Table 6 shows that terms with higher Strong
intensity are more likely to switch their EmoLex scores. In
total, 1363 emotion values (27.1%) were reversed.

We demonstrate the emotional values for six different sen-
tences scored with the original EmoLex dictionary and our
dengue-specific EmoLex dictionary. The first two sentences
show examples of unique dengue terms defining valence
and emotional dimension scores. Bold blue terms exist in
both dictionaries. Bold red terms exist only in the dengue-
specific dictionary. The next two sentences show examples
of re-evaluation of terms for a dengue context. The final two
sentences show examples where EmoLex outperforms the
dengue-specific dictionary. This result highlights that even a
context-specific dictionary will not give the best scores in all
cases.

Bold scores in Table 7 show where one dictionary con-
tains stronger emotions versus the other for a given sentence.
In general, the dengue-specific dictionary produces higher
emotional scores than the original EmoLex. This finding is
guaranteed to be true for sentences with only dengue-specific
terms (table rows one, two, and five), but it also occurs when
terms are shared between dictionaries (sentences three, four,
and six). As noted above, the dengue-specific dictionary does
not always produce “better” emotional scores. Consider the
sixth sentence, which most readers would consider posi-
tive. In spite of this subjective intuition, the dengue-specific
dictionary contains higherNegative, Fear, Anticipation, Sad-
ness, Trust, Anger, and Surprise scores versus the original
EmoLex.

A controlled comparison of the dengue-specific dictionary
versusEmoLexwould evaluate a subset of sentences in D and
G using three or more human observers over the two valence
and eight Plutchik dimensions. These form a “gold standard”
baseline to allow accuracy comparisonswith dengue-specific
and EmoLex scores. The evaluation can be conducted using
MTurk in a manner similar to how dengue unique and com-
mon terms were constructed. Unfortunately, we have not yet
completed this study, sowe can offer only anecdotal evidence
of the value of our EmoLex extensions. The controlled eval-
uation is currently marked for future work.

4.4 Sentiment visualization

Our use case for the dengue-specific EmoLex dictionary
was to visualize sentiment in a surveillance dashboard. Sen-
timent by EmoLex emotional dimensionwas presented using
a modified Nightingale Rose chart. Rose charts, also known
as Coxcomb or Polar charts, were invented by Florance
Nightingale during the Crimean War to present causes of
mortality [65]. The chart is circular and is subdivided into
equal-angle sectors or “slices” representing a categorization
of the underlying data. In Nightingale’s case, the chart was
divided into twelve sectors representing deaths during each
month of the year. A sector’s height (or radius) represents its
value relative to other sectors. A sector can be further split
into subcategories. For example, Nightingale’s sectors repre-
sented fatalities, subdivided into wounds (red), other causes
(black), and preventable (blue). Her point to the British gen-
erals was that the vast majority of fatalities were preventable
through better sanitation in the field hospitals.

We visualize the progression of sentiment in the under-
lying data using two Rose charts: one for Twitter data and
another for newspaper articles. Each Rose chart is divided
into twelve sectors representing monthly data for a user-
chosen year. Each sector is further divided into (up to) eight
chords, representing Plutchik’s eight emotional dimensions.
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Table 7 Six sentences scored
with the original EmoLex and
the Dengue EmoLex
dictionaries reporting both
valence and Plutchik’s emotion
for N: Negative, F: Fear, At:
Anticipation, Sd: Sadness, T:
Trust, P: Positive, D: Disgust,
Ag: Anger, Sr: Surprise, and J:
Joy, bold blue words exist in
both dictionaries, bold red
words are unique to the Dengue
dictionary, bold scores represent
the larger of the two scores for a
given sentence’s emotions

Dict N F At Sd T P D Ag Sr J

Four dengue viral fever cases were reported in Karachi on Friday

EmoLex 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Dengue 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0

He informed that dengue fever occurs soon after rainy

EmoLex 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Dengue 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0

A prevention campaign should help with mosquito outbreaks

EmoLex 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

Dengue 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

Monsoon season and stagnant water are the main sources for

nourishing these diseases

EmoLex 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

Dengue 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Dengue fever sanitation awareness schedule carried out inadequately

EmoLex 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Dengue 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Admitted patients currently in stable medical condition

EmoLex 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Dengue 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0

Fig. 2 Rose charts of tweet and newspaper article counts, divided by month and Plutchik’s emotional dimensions

The height of a chord represents the percentage of the total
sentiment score collected for the given month. The height
of a sector represents the percentage of the total newspaper
articles collected for the given year.

Figure 2 shows data for 2014, using a tweet dataset and
a newspaper article dataset. Scroll bars on the top and right
of each visualization allow filtering the months being visu-
alized and zooming the visualization for better analysis of

small chords. Hovering over a chord provides a tooltip with
information about the number and percentage of documents
categorized into the particular emotion within the month.
The visualization provides some interesting insights into
estimated dengue counts. For example, November has the
largest counts in both tweets and newspaper articles; the Fear
emotion is most prominent across most months; very little
newspaper activity occurs in the January to June timeframe,
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but tweets spike inMarch andApril; the number of tweets are
approximately an order of magnitude higher than the num-
ber of newspaper articles; the relative pattern of emotions in
each sector is relatively similar between tweets and newspa-
per articles, although not identical. Follow-on analysis based
on these findings has the potential to uncover useful con-
clusions about how different communication channels (e.g.,
social media versus traditional media) are used in different
ways.

5 Discussion

This paper presents a semiautomated method to extend a
general sentiment dictionary for a user-chosen domain of
interest. We describe how to identify both unique terms to
add to the dictionary and existing terms that may require
re-evaluation of their sentiment scores.

Term sentiment scores for Plutchik’s emotional dimen-
sions are obtained using Amazon Mechanical Turk. We
demonstrate our sentiment scores assigned to estimated
dengue cases in India, visualized using Rose diagrams. The
results were positive, both in terms of the small number of
terms identified for evaluation and addition and the improve-
ments the extensions provided versus the original EmoLex
dictionary.

6 Conclusions & Future work

We demonstrate how the results of an extended dictionary
can be further used for estimating case count patterns in two
domains: dengue fever in India and influenza in theUSA.The
positive results would suggest that the extended dictionary
offers accuracy and specificity not available in its general
form. We also highlight existing areas of weakness in our
current algorithm, together with suggestions for how these
might be addressed in future work.

6.1 Estimating dengue case counts

Although the focus of this paper is not on how dengue
case counts are predicted, we provide a brief overview of
how our sentiment estimates are being integrated into a
dengue surveillance system [66]. The surveillance system
uses English language newspaper articles to track dengue
outbreaks in an accurate and timely fashion. This type of
surveillance is especially important in countries that report
little or no information about the current dengue status. Our
basicmonthly dengue topic identification strategy to estimate
dengue case counts is described below.

1. Brandwatch English language Indian newspaper articles
on dengue are collected and divided by month.

2. For each month m, Latent Dirichlet Analysis with Dif-
ferential Evolution (LDADE) is applied to determine an
optimal topic count km and priors for topic and word dis-
tribution αm and βm [67].

3. LDA is used to extract km topics for each month. Collab-
oration with a domain expert is used to identify keywords
to label each topic (Table 8) [68].

4. Extracted topics are used to build “topic graphs” of the
monthly frequency of topics in historical dengue newspa-
per articles over five regions in India: north, south, east,
west, and central.

5. Different algorithms (Pearson, Spearman, Kendall Tau-b,
and Maximal Information Coefficient or MIC) showed a
strong positive correlation between newspaper case topic
counts and reported dengue cases. We substitute topic
counts as a proxy for dengue cases.

6. To estimate dengue cases for unreported years, newspaper
articles from these years are topic classified to estimate
topic counts, which are converted to estimated dengue
case counts. Analysis of supervised machine learning
algorithms identified Naïve Bayes classification using
bag-of-words feature extraction as most accurate.

Since official dengue counts do not exist, therewas noway
to validate the accuracy of our results. To address this issue,
we obtain flu rates from the CDC’s Outpatient Influenza-
Like Illness Surveillance Network (ILINet), together with
newspaper articles discussing influenza in the United States.
Our predicted flu case counts with a one-month lag showed
correlation rates to known influenza rates of 90%, 86%, 71%,
and 98% for Pearson, Spearman, Kendall Tau-b, and MIC,
respectively.

The sentiment Rose charts are one part of the overall
surveillance system. Other visualizations include stream-
graphs to show topic volume over time and to com-
pare against known dengue indicators (e.g., precipitation).
Line graphs allow for comparing the monthly patterns of
Plutchik’s emotional dimensions. We also investigated how
large the document set needs to be to produce acceptable per-
formance. Our influenza dataset initially contained 135,658
articles, retrieved with queries to the Brandwatch database
using keywords suggested by influenza experts we collabo-
rated with during the project. The same keywords were used
to retrieve historical Twitter data over an identical time period
usingBrandwatch3 (formerlyCrimsonHexagon), a subscrip-
tion service that provides “insights from 100 million sources
and 1.4 trillion posts.” Analysis of downsizing the collection
to simulate fewer documents suggested a reduction of up
to 50% can still produce the acceptable results. Below that,

3 https://www.brandwatch.com
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Table 8 Keywords and labels
for kJan = 3, kApr = 3, kJul = 2,
and kOct = 2 topics from Indian
dengue newspaper articles

Month Topic Keywords Topic Label

January Area, government, new, people, waste, water, year Politics

Area, doctor, fogging, hospital, mosquito, officer, resident Prevention

Case, disease, healthy, malaria, number, reported, year Reported cases

April Blood, government, healthy, hospital, medical, medicine, patient Politics

Area, case, city, corporation, mosquito, water, year Prevention

Disease, case, health, malaria, mosquito, vectorborne, year Reported cases

July Case, fever, healthy, hospital, mosquito, state, year Prevention

Case, city, disease, healthy, malaria, mosquito, water Reported cases

October Area, city, department, health, hospital, mosquito, water Prevention

Case, disease, health, hospital, number, patient, test Reported cases

performance begins to degrade more rapidly. Finally, evalu-
ation of the surveillance system using the influenza dataset
and influenza experts produced strong support for both the
system’s capabilities and the trends and patterns it produced
[66,69].

In addition to improving the capabilities of a sentiment
dictionary, extending sentiment to a specific domain can have
important advantages for research in that domain. For exam-
ple, surveillance systems for epidemiological diseases like
dengue are critical since timely identification of the onset
and spread of the disease is often not available. Through
the use of public media and social network sources, current
information can be provided to the general public.

6.2 Limitations

Although results-to-date are promising, several limitations
exist in our current approach. We are now investigating ways
to address these issues as an area of future work.

1. Automation Although we worked to minimize manual
effort, a small number of terms must be evaluated in the
context of the target domain to update or extend a general
sentiment dictionary. We are pursuing a strategy to exam-
ine a broad collection of sentiment dictionaries for terms
to be added to EmoLex. This approach introduces the
problem of converting different types of sentiment esti-
mates to Plutchik’s emotional dimensions. It also does
not address the need to re-evaluate existing terms in the
context of a target domain.

2. Sentiment Dictionaries versus Human EvaluationWe are
designing a controlled experiment in MTurk to evaluate
the accuracy of our dictionary scores versus human scor-
ing since human evaluation is often considered the “gold
standard” for accuracy calculations and identification of
estimation errors.

3. Social Media Text EmoLex was not designed to evalu-
ate social media text. Since we intend to use social media

input in our surveillance system, we need to generate sen-
timent estimates for common social media elements like
emoticons and social media abbreviations.

4. Dynamic Updates Currently, our approach does not
include real-time data injection. Updating the dataset
dynamically is easy to do, but evaluating new unique and
common terms requires time to run anMTurk experiment.
Fortunately, we can bootstrap the process by ignoring
terms that have already been evaluated. We suspect this
process will significantly reduce the number of new terms
to only a few, allowing us to perform evaluation on a less
frequent schedule.
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